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job details

Science Teacher with a Biology Specialism Needed in East Grinstead, West Sussex

Are you a dedicated and enthusiastic Science Teacher, specialising in Biology?

Do you have a passion for inspiring young minds with the wonders of the life sciences? ...

An exciting opportunity awaits you at our Secondary School in East Grinstead, West

Sussex.

Position: Science Teacher (Specialising in Biology)

Location: East Grinstead, West Sussex

Start Date: April 2024

Qualifications: QTS (Qualified Teacher Status) with a Biology Specialisation

Why Choose This School?

Cutting-Edge Science Education: Join a school committed to delivering a progressive and

comprehensive science curriculum. Their dedication to remaining at the forefront of

scientific advancements ensures a stimulating teaching environment.

Supportive Team Environment: Become part of a collaborative community of educators

who are passionate about fostering curiosity and critical thinking. Their team ethos

promotes professional development and continuous growth.

Passionate Learning Environment: Inspire students with your passion for Biology. Your role

involves fostering curiosity, exploring the marvels of life sciences, and instilling a lifelong

love for scientific inquiry.
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State-of-the-Art Facilities: Engage students in hands-on learning experiences within their

well-equipped biology laboratories. Their team provides the necessary resources for

effective and immersive science education.

Community Engagement: Forge meaningful connections within the East Grinstead

community. The Senior Leadership Team (SLT) recognises the value of collaboration

among educators, students, and parents in creating a supportive and enriching learning

environment.

Responsibilities:

Deliver captivating Biology lessons to cultivate a passion for the subject.

Create an inclusive and positive learning environment for all students.

Utilise modern teaching methodologies to enhance student engagement and

understanding.

Contribute to the development of the school's science curriculum, with a focus on

Biology.

Provide guidance and support to students to ensure their academic success.

Requirements:

QTS (Qualified Teacher Status) with a specialisation in Biology.

Enthusiasm for teaching and a deep passion for the life sciences.

Strong communication and interpersonal skills.

Ability to inspire and motivate students to excel in Biology.

Demonstrated success in teaching and engaging students effectively.

How to Apply:

Ready to embark on a journey of scientific discovery and education? We invite you to apply

today!
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experience

Teaching

skills

121 teaching experience,ability to communicate with parents,ability to work well under

pressure,able to inspire,be a role model,building rapport with children,career

driven,communication,effective discipline,empathy,engaging,excellent time management,FMS

experience,good behaviour management skills,good classroom management,good

communication skills,good sense of humour,high expectations,keen to contribute to the

life of the school,key stage 3 experience,key stage 4 experience,key stage 5

experience,knowledge of A-level specification,knowledge of curriculum,knowledge of GCSE

specification,knowledge of subject,motivated,partake in extra curricular activities,passion for

education,SEN experience,set clear objectives,SIMS experience,sixth form

experience,teaching assistant experience,team player,work well autonomously,years 7-11

experience

qualifications

QTS

education



university
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